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Abstract

AIM: To study adherence to the widely accepted surveillance guidelines for patients with long-standing colitis in the Netherlands.

METHODS: A questionnaire was sent to all 244 gastroenterologists in the Netherlands.

RESULTS: The response rate was 63%. Of all gastroenterologists, 95% performed endoscopic surveillance in ulcerative colitis (UC) patients and 65% in patients with Crohn’s colitis. The American Gastroenterological Association (AGA) guidelines were followed by 27%, while 27% and 46% followed their local hospital protocol or no specific protocol, respectively. The surveillance was correctly initiated in cases of pancolitis by 53%, and in cases of left-sided colitis by 44% of the gastroenterologists. Although guidelines recommend 4 biopsies every 10 cm, less than 30 biopsies per colonoscopy were taken by 73% of the responders. Only 31%, 68% and 58% of the gastroenterologists referred patients for colectomy when low-grade dysplasia, high-grade dysplasia (HGD) or Dysplasia Associated Lesion or Mass (DALM) was present, respectively.

CONCLUSION: Most Dutch gastroenterologists perform endoscopic surveillance without following international recommended guidelines. This practice potentially leads to a decreased sensitivity for dysplasia, rendering screening for colorectal cancer in this population highly ineffective.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients with longstanding ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease have an increased risk of developing colorectal cancer. This severe complication of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) generally develops in longstanding disease. If colorectal cancer has developed in patients with IBD, the mortality rate is higher than in patients with sporadic colorectal cancer. The lifetime prevalence of colorectal carcinoma (CRC) in UC patients is estimated to be 2% after 10 years, 8% after 20 years, and even 18% after 30 years of extensive disease.

Surveillance of IBD for colorectal cancer is widely practiced, and is recommended by the American Gastroenterological Association (AGA), and the British
Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) guidelines\(^6\). These guidelines aim to detect dysplasia or surgically curable cancer, and are thought to improve the prognosis. However, the reduction in mortality in patients with IBD and colorectal cancer through surveillance has still to be proven in large prospective randomized controlled trials. Table 1 gives an overview of the key elements in screening patients with long-standing, extensive IBD as recommended by the AGA\(^6\). These recommendations are applicable to both UC and Crohn’s colitis. Since dysplastic lesions in these patients often present as flat or depressed abnormalities, surveillance colonoscopies should be performed in combination with an extensive biopsy protocol. High-grade dysplasia (HGD) in flat mucosa or a Dysplasia Associated Lesion or Mass (DALM) is considered an indication for colectomy when the pathological findings are confirmed by a second experienced pathologist. There is still no consensus on management in cases of unifocal or multifocal low grade dysplasia (LGD) in flat mucosa. What complicates the issue, as earlier studies have indicated, is that there seems to be difficulty in confirming dysplasia by the pathologist\(^7,8\). The management of the different forms of dysplasia varies from no management or intensifying the screening program to immediate colectomy. When advising a patient on colectomy, other factors like age, a coexisting diagnosis of primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) or a family history of colorectal cancer should be taken into account.

As there are no current Dutch guidelines available regarding surveillance of IBD, we presumed that Dutch Gastroenterologists (GEs) would adopt the current AGA guidelines or other relevant guidelines. To investigate the effect of surveillance guidelines on the detection of dysplasia or colorectal cancer, the first step is to study adherence to these guidelines in clinical practice. This study was designed to assess whether screening programs and recommendations set by e.g. the AGA are used by Dutch GEs for patients with ulcerative or Crohn’s colitis and whether the guidelines are followed correctly.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

After reviewing the widely used guidelines of the AGA, the American College of Gastroenterology and the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, in addition to the relevant literature, a questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire was focussed on the use, feasibility and ability to follow the screening guidelines, and contained 18 multiple choice questions and one open question. We asked the invited GEs if they practised surveillance in IBD patients, if they used one of the recommended guidelines and, if not, the reason why not. The other questions, all of a multiple choice design, were divided in four subgroups: (1) start of surveillance; (2) time interval between surveillance endoscopies; (3) biopsy protocol; and (4) management of dysplasia.

In the Netherlands, surveillance endoscopies are usually performed by gastroenterologists. As almost all gastroenterologists are also registered as members of the Dutch Gastroenterology Association, we only included registered gastroenterologists, with the exception of gastroenterologists that were still in training or did not work in Dutch hospitals (\(n = 34\)). To ensure the reliability of the answers provided, the questionnaire was anonymous, and to guarantee privacy of the hospitals involved, no questions were asked on the type of hospital (e.g. teaching, non-teaching). The questionnaire could be completed in less than 5 min. To increase the response rate, a reminder was sent to all GEs after 3 wk. Results were tabulated after the second letter. Data were statistically analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences or SPSS (version 12.0.2) using frequencies.

### RESULTS

Of the 244 questionnaires, 153 were returned, yielding an overall response rate of 63\%. Five GEs were excluded from further analysis: 2 were recently retired, 1 was currently working in another country and 2 stated they had no experience with IBD patients. The remaining 148 were analysed (61\%).

#### Reasons for non surveillance

Seven (5\%) GEs did not provide surveillance for their IBD patients. Four GEs indicated that they would only include IBD patients in a surveillance program in cases with a positive family history of CRC, while 2 considered the available evidence in the literature to be insufficient.

---

**Table 1  Key elements in screening patients with longstanding, extensive colitis, adapted from the AGA and BSG guidelines**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key element</th>
<th>AGA recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance colonoscopy</td>
<td>Colonoscopy with systematic biopsies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform surveillance every 1 to 2 yd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After 8 to 10 yr of disease in those with pancolitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After 15 yr of disease in those with left-sided colitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy protocol</td>
<td>Biopsies every 10 cm in all 4 quadrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional biopsies of strictures and mass lesions other than pseudopolyps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polyps that appear potentially dysplastic remove by polypectomy with biopsy of adjacent flat mucosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplasia</td>
<td>If HGD or multifocal low-grade dysplasia is found in flat mucosa refer for colectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presence of low-grade dysplasia, particularly if it is unifocal: no consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DALM is an indication for colectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other factors of consideration to advise on colectomy</td>
<td>Ongoing colitis-related symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Life expectancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration, severity and extent of colitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A personal history of primary sclerosing cholangitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A family history of colorectal cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion around the time of surveillance of benefit, harms, and short comings of colonoscopy surveillance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to justify screening in this patient category. One GE did not explain his or her motivation.

**Surveillance of patients**

Of all responding GEs, 95% (n = 141) provided surveillance for their IBD patients. Of these GEs, 46% stated that they did not follow any of the recommended guidelines, 27% followed the AGA guidelines, and 27% used a local protocol. Only 2 GEs followed the British guidelines. All GEs performed surveillance in UC patients, and 65% performed surveillance in patients with Crohn’s colitis.

All further results are based on the 95% (n = 141) of GEs who performed surveillance on IBD patients.

**Start surveillance**

The start of surveillance depends on which time point is taken as the starting point, i.e. the diagnosis of IBD. This can be crucial as there can be a substantial delay between the onset of symptoms and diagnosis of IBD. Sixty nine percent started surveillance from the moment a firm diagnosis of Crohn’s disease or UC was made, whilst 31% started surveillance from the onset of IBD symptoms.

When asked how the duration of disease influenced their policy on commencement of surveillance for pancolitis or left-sided colitis, 53% of the GEs stated that they initiated colonoscopic screening for pancolitis after 8 to 10 years while 44% started screening after 10 to 15 years for left-sided colitis, which is in line with the AGA guidelines (Figure 1A).

The extent of colitis also plays a role\(^\text{[3,9]}\). Six percent of the GEs would screen patients with disease activity limited to the rectum, 68% would screen patients with left-sided colitis, and 26% would screen only in the case of pancolitis.

When asked what other factors would influence their screening protocol, 42% of the GEs mentioned PSC, 30% mentioned a positive family history of CRC, comorbidity and general health, while 28% of the GEs did not take any factor into consideration.

**Time interval between surveillance**

Fifty-three percent of the GEs performed colonoscopic surveillance every 1 to 2 years, which is consistent with the AGA guidelines, whilst 22% performed surveillance once every 3 years in the second decade, once every 2 years in the third decade, and once a year in the fourth decade which is consistent with the British guidelines, 14% performed surveillance once every 3 years, and the rest of the GEs performed surveillance at different intervals without a specific protocol.

**Biopsy protocol**

Forty three percent of the respondents stated that they take biopsies every 10 cm in every quadrant. The remaining GEs took 2 to 4 biopsies from different bowel segments (cecum, colon ascendens, colon transversum, colon descendens, sigmoid, and rectum). Only 27% of all the respondents obtained more than 30 biopsies per colonoscopy, as recommended by the guidelines and Rubin et al\(^\text{[10]}\). Overall, the mean number of biopsies taken was 24 (Figure 1B).
Management of dysplasia
When asked which policy was adopted during the follow-up period when unifocal LGD, multifocal LGD, HGD, DLM or CRC was observed, the GEs responded as shown in Figure 1C. If dysplasia was confirmed, 47% of the GEs advised that they would revise the histopathology, while 40% advised that they would obtain new biopsies, and 13% advised that they would do both. In the case of a DLM, 60% of the GEs would take biopsies from the lesion and the surrounding area, 36% would take biopsies from the lesion only, and 4% would remove the lesion endoscopically.

If a subtotal colectomy was performed, 83% would screen the rectum, and 22% of the 83% would screen once every 4 to 5 years, 54% would screen once every 2 years, while 7% would screen, but not on a regular basis.

DISCUSSION
Most Dutch gastroenterologists perform endoscopic surveillance without following international recommended guidelines. Although, surveillance guidelines are widely used, there is no agreement on surveillance guidelines or a national surveillance protocol in Netherlands. We studied the surveillance practice of Dutch GEs using a postal questionnaire. Overall, 153 out of 244 questionnaires were returned, a response rate which was comparable to most questionnaire-based studies directed at physicians. We, therefore, assume that this study gives a representative overview of the use, feasibility, and ability to follow surveillance guidelines in Netherlands and that the results reflect the practice of a representative number of Dutch GEs. It is possible that the GEs who answered this questionnaire were more in favour of surveillance than GEs that did not fill out the questionnaire, which might have led to information bias. All GEs who provided surveillance agreed that screening patients with UC is necessary. It appears from the literature that not only UC, but also Crohn's colitis is associated with an increased risk of colorectal cancer and, therefore, most experts recommend the use of the same guidelines for both UC and Crohn's colitis. However, only 65% of Dutch GEs provide surveillance for patients with Crohn's colitis.

We compared our results with the guidelines set by the AGA. Firstly, we observed a large discrepancy between answers from GEs regarding the principle of surveillance in general, and the responses they provided related to their exact employment of surveillance in daily practice. Furthermore, although both pancolitis and left-sided colitis are associated with an increased risk of CRC, a quarter of the GEs do not provide surveillance for patients with left-sided colitis. On the other hand, a small group of GEs considered disease activity limited to the rectum an indication for screening, although there are no data to support the concept that proctitis increases the risk of CRC. All these inconsistencies could result in inefficient surveillance and missed dysplasia or even cancer.

The time between onset of symptoms and confirmed diagnosis of IBD can also differ substantially. Although there is no consensus on this subject, this difference in opinion might potentially lead to a delay in screening of months or even years.

Another important aspect of surveillance for CRC in IBD is adherence to the biopsy protocol. The median number of biopsies taken amongst Dutch GEs was 24 (range 10-40), while only 27% of the GEs approached the recommended number of 33 random biopsies. This number of biopsies was estimated to be necessary to detect possible dysplasia with a sensitivity of 90%. A similar questionnaire-based study in New Zealand showed a median number of 17 biopsies. This again, will inevitably lead to a pronounced decrease in sensitivity, rendering the surveillance tool ineffective.

If dysplasia is detected histopathologically, there seems to be uncertainty as to how to proceed with clinical decision-making. In the case of unifocal LGD, most of the Dutch GEs would have the histopathology revised, and would shorten the time interval to the next colonoscopy. If multifocal LGD is detected, Dutch GEs hesitate to recommend immediate colectomy, but prefer to revise the histopathology by consulting another pathologist or order a new colonoscopy with biopsies. Another suggested option was to shorten the time interval between screenings. Although controversy exists regarding the treatment policy which should be adopted after diagnosing dysplasia in patients with colitis, most experts agree that in all cases of confirmed dysplasia a colectomy should be recommended. Even the presence of LGD, which is associated with CRC in 21.4%-54%, can be considered an indication for surgery. There is a disconcertingly low referral rate for colectomy amongst Dutch GEs, and even more so when findings are compared with 3 similar questionnaire-based studies in New Zealand, United Kingdom and Canada. It is remarkable that the referral rate is higher for LGD and much lower for HGD and DLM compared with the other studies. The difficulty in confirming dysplasia, the lack of consensus for management of LGD, and the underestimation of the potential risk of LGD and HGD may contribute to the cautious management of LGD and HDG in Dutch GEs. Another reason could be that in the UK and the USA, the guidelines have already been implemented, which would explain the higher referral rate of cases with HGD in these countries.

In conclusion, 95% of Dutch GEs offer some form of surveillance, but most do not adhere to international guidelines. This leads to a decreased sensitivity for dysplasia, rendering this surveillance practice less effective. Furthermore, the management of dysplasia, even in cases of DLM, is inconsistent and will potentially lead to delays in the diagnosis of carcinomas. We suspect that this deviation from the guidelines is a general phenomenon in clinical practice, and is not only restricted to the Netherlands. Implementation of national guidelines and education of GEs concerning all aspects of colonoscopic surveillance is of great importance and will lead to a more consistent and efficient surveillance practice.
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